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ABSTRACT 

 Fossil Fuels are depleting so we may have to conserve them and Nuclear Energy is always harmful 

in terms of nuclear waste disposal and at times dangerous, so the options towards renewable and 

everlasting energy sources have to be looked at once again with a new vigor.  Some useful conceptual 

designs were conceived which is in the form of all new possible higher overall efficiency internal 

combustion engine which means lesser pollution with higher output power, an all-new more effective 

possible Ocean wave energy converter and Improved horizontal axis wind energy convertor for again 

higher efficiency than the existing commercial wind turbines are put forth. The world may try these 

devices / machines. 

 Interested commercial Energy Producing Equipment Manufacturers may contact and confidently 

negotiate and may purchase these designs from the author and start making Prototypes. For the 

betterment of all, future energy producing equipment manufacturing may have to be around this. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Burning of Fossil fuels is polluting the world. It has reached an intolerable limit. We have to either 

have an improved internal combustion Engines for all automobile applications, at the same time for all 

other house hold and industrial applications we need to have electricity produced either by burning lesser 

amount of fossil fuels with lower level of exhaust gas pollution or by say using more effective ocean 

wave energy conversion devices and may be a better performing wind turbines we may have to produce 

electrical energy.  

 We all know that or recollect from our memory that Ocean waves are everlasting and so also wind 

energy. Till the Sun rays are falling on the planet Earth the Ocean waves and the wind flow which are the 

indirect form of solar energy will be there. Coming to the point: Future may be assured to those persons 

who are going to confidently buy and develop and produce the proposed devices / machines in large 

scale and in large numbers so that all others may have to only buy from them.   

CONCEPTUAL VANE COMPRESSOR &VANE MOTOR COUPLED NEW TYPE OF 

ENGINE  

 Mostly Mechanical Engineers know that a vane compressor which is a positive displacement 

machine is already a useful compressor in certain domain of operation. This compressor if suitably 
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altered so that it can develop higher discharge pressure can be applied here.  The compressed higher 

pressure air can be fed into a Vane motor which is also a positive displacement machine again modified 

suitably may form the new Engine proposed.  

 That is Combining these two machines by physically connecting them by means of a mechanical 

gear train coupling may result into a new type of possible internal combustion Engine which is the one 

that is proposed. 

 Obviously this newly proposed engine will not have a connecting rod and crank shaft as it is there in 

normal regular reciprocating internal combustion engines. Lower reciprocating and rotating mass should 

result in higher overall efficiency and continuous production of power is also there in this case. 

 Every rotation of the compressor-motor combination may be able to give out say two to three power 

releases/ pulses as it is envisaged. These machines by so designing that the vane tip always made to 

touch the inner periphery of the respective casing so that even at higher operating pressures the vanes 

does not slide back towards the inner periphery. 

 Appling this modification if the vane compressors & motors are manufactured they can develop / 

operate at higher pressure. Further this high pressure compressed air can be fed into a vane motor with 

fuel injected /added with it and ignited either by a spark or by auto ignition as the case may be completes 

the physical construction. 

 The products of combustion which is the higher pressure gas so produced after combustion may be 

allowed to be expanded in the redesigned vane motor and which in turn can drive back the vane 

compressor to rotate the vane compressor continuously by means of a positive gear coupling and the 

excess power which is other than the power consumed by the compressor and the motor is the net output 

power. This net power is available for usage. 

 This conceptual innovative design should work out to be a better internal combustion engine by way 

of giving higher overall efficiency which is once again stated here as due to lower mass of reciprocating 

and rotating components and more number of power pulses per rotation of the shaft than the 

conventional reciprocating internal combustion engines. 

 On the whole the Power to weight ratio may be higher than the conventional reciprocating engine 

which may be a very significant advantage. May be this engine should replace all other by phasing out 

them .Interested commercial manufactures may contact the author and get more detail on the Conceptual 

and Technical Design. 
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ALL NEW OCEAN WAVE ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICE 

 Ocean waves are also everlasting. Until solar radiation / light is falling on this planet Earth, ocean 

waves can be there. This is because another mechanical kinetic energy form of solar energy is wave 

energy. The major advantage of ocean waves are: we are having over a very vast area on the Earth huge 

quantum of water all around the world is having powerful /violent mechanical motion and is readily 

available for useful extraction.  It is being wasted as of now.  

 Concentrated form of energy is involved with this denser medium and also water in motion is far 

superior to the dangerous Nuclear Energy and the polluting fossil fuels. Any practically useful device 

which can convert this everlasting mighty mechanical motion into shaft output power so that by coupling 

electrical generators electricity could be produced say forever. Thiswill be a very big gift for all human 

habitations. 

 One such possible useful device is conceived in the mind and transferred in to a physical working 

model. Interested Mechanical large Industrial owners can contact and buy the working physical model 

with its working principle being simple may immediately start developing the prototype. 

MODIFIED WIND TURBINE BLADE GEOMETRY FOR IMPROVED E FFICIENCY 

PROPOSED 

 Existing horizontal axis wind turbine blades can be altered to produce some more energy for the 

same input energy.  The wind energy is also everlasting.  Air in motion is wind. Once again the kinetic 

nonpolluting mechanical form of energy in moving air may be extracted more efficiently by using a 

proposed geometrical modification on the existing horizontal axis wind turbine rotor blades. 

 This conceptual idea can also be bought from the author by the interested commercial large 

industrial manufacturers and wind turbines so produced with this concept may surpass soon and become 

dominant over the old existing designs. 

 The new idea is an experimentally tested and proven one and this was done with the help of physical 

working rotor models here in NIT-T and test data is kept here as a secret. Hence the commercial 

manufacturers can contact the author and negotiate for the price and buy the test data.By incorporating 

the corresponding design innovation they can make prototype immediately. It may be a great mutual help 

for all concerned.  Many wind turbines can be erected on land as well inthe vast Sea. 

 All can get clean nonpolluting and say perennial energy produced.  It will be a good investment and 

commercial organizations can confidently invest their money and get good return coming back may be 

say once again forever. 

 Whoever is genuinely interested May contact immediately. Additional features like a conceptual 

new type of braking system which will also give out some more energy output can also be purchased 

from the author. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 It took several years for the author to slowly, steadily, consciously conceive and consolidate the best 

possible ideas by doing lot of iterations inside mentally before converting the only Very useful ideas into 

working models and it is given out may be at the right time. Now it is for the world to take it. 

NOTE: The author was a State Award Winner, State of Tamilnadu, INDIA for his under graduate 

project work on Vertical Axis Wind Turbine in the year 1980. Then the author happened to guide a 

Student level design competition project which could win National Award, INDIA.  
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